UNRIVALLED COMFORT
FOR THE JOURNEY AHEAD
NEW Elegant Theme Interior Design to enhance every your delightful journey.

Travel in comfort with enhanced support performance and arrive at your destination in top form.
Executive lounge with spacious environment and flexible seating arrangements will enhance all your journey with luxurious feeling.

A First Class Uncompromised Comfort with Luxury and Magnificent Interior Details

Seat Arrangement: unrivalled comfort with flexible seat arrangements and third row that create more personal space for every passenger.

Spacious and Flexible Seats Arrangements

NEW VELLFIRE
ELEGANCE WITH A SPORTY APPEAL

Excitement and satisfaction with new approach that exhilarating feeling of luxury.

Multi Information Display
That provide every information about your car (All Type)

Surround Monitor
Deliver 360 degree view from 4 cameras (front, left, right, rear) guides you during parking condition and tight road condition (2.5 HV, 2.5 G & 3.5 Q Types)

Foldable Center Table
Let you put all your glass or belonging easily (2.5 HV, 2.5 G & 3.5 Q Types)

Power Backdoor
(2.5 HV, 2.5 G & 3.5 Q Types)

Spacious Luggage
Indulge Yourself with Integrated Majestic Audio System

A high class and majestic entertainment with fascinating audio experience that accompany you with Toyota Navigation System and Premium Sound.

Majestic Peace of Mind

The seven airbags ensure the safety of all passengers, enduring impacts to the maximum safety giving each and every individual a comfort ride.